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Abstract—Low frequency power oscillations may be triggered by many events in the system. Most oscillations are damped by the system, but undamped oscillations can lead to system collapse. Oscillations develop as a result of rotor acceleration/deceleration following a change in active power transfer from a generator. Like the operations limits, the monitoring of power system oscillating modes is a relevant aspect of power system operation and control. Unprevented low-frequency power swings can be cause of cascading outages that can rapidly extend effect on wide region. On this regard, a Wide Area Monitoring, Protection and Control Systems (WAMPCS) help in detecting such phenomena and assess power system dynamics security. The monitoring of power system electromechanical oscillations is very important in the frame of modern power system management and control. In first part, this paper compares the different technique for identification of power system oscillations. Second part analyzes possible identification some power system dynamics behaviors Using Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS) based on Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and wavelet technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

POWER systems are subject to a wide range of disturbances, from small to large, and must be able to adjust to the changing conditions without losing stability. Power system has a number of monitoring, protection and control devices to ensure that the system response to any change in system parameters is controlled and its’ stability is maintained. If the system is unstable it will result in progressive increase in angular separation of generator rotors, progressive decrease of bus voltages, or system frequency deviation.

Oscillations in power systems are classified by the system components that they affect. Some of the major system collapses attributed to oscillations are described [1]-[5]. Electromechanical oscillations are of the following types: interplant mode oscillations, local plant mode oscillations, inter-area mode oscillations, control mode oscillations, torsional modes between rotating plant. Machines on the same power generation site oscillate against each other at 2.0 to 3.0 Hz depending on the unit ratings and the reactance connecting them. This oscillation is termed as interplant because the oscillations manifest themselves within the generation plant complex. The rest of the system is unaffected. In local mode, one generator swings against the rest of the system at 1.0 to 2.0 Hz. Inter-area mode oscillations is observed over a large part of the network. It involves two coherent groups of generators swinging against each other at 1 Hz or less.

In first part of this paper is introduces of the practical techniques for identification and analysis low frequency oscillations in power system. The results of the Eigenvalue analysis are compared with the results coming from the Prony and Wavelet analysis. After multi-resolution signal decomposition, signal components physical characteristics of system oscillations are identified and presented on time-frequency domain representation map using the Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT). This approach provides identification of onset of the system disturbance and time-frequency behavior of the oscillation modes hidden into the signal. Second part of this paper analyzes possible identification some power system dynamics behaviors Using Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS) based on Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and wavelet technique.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II shortly presents WAMS. In Section III, basic theory of small signal stability of multi-machine systems, Prony and wavelet theory basics are presented. Practical application results identification and analysis low frequency oscillations on New England 39 bus test system are given in Section IV. In section V investigates dynamic characteristics of frequency oscillation after a disturbance based on the multiple synchronized phasor measurement and identification of inter-area oscillations in power system based on PMUs phase angle difference data and wavelet transform. Section VI contains the main conclusion.

II. WIDE AREA MONITORING SYSTEM—DYNAMIC EVENT IDENTIFICATIONS

The size and complexity of the power grid make the electrical system vulnerable and subject to collapse under situations such as line overloads, voltage and angular instability, frequency deviation, etc. Development of modern computer, communication and information technologies enables design of a new class of WAMPCS. Important function of these systems is identification of the initiating
disturbance event.

WAMS are essentially based on the new data acquisition technology of phasor measurement. In contrast to conventional control systems, where e.g. remote terminal units (RTUs) are used for acquisition of RMS values of currents and voltages, WAMS acquire current, voltage and frequency phasor measurements. These are taken by PMUs at selected locations in the power system and stored in a data concentrator every 100 milliseconds. The measured quantities include both magnitudes and phase angles, and are time-synchronised via Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers with an accuracy of one microsecond. Synchronized phasor measurements technology is very important for improvements in real-time monitoring, protection, and control. Implementation of this functionality has gained significant attention after recent blackouts. In most applications, the phasor data is used at locations remote from the PMUs [6]. Thus architecture involving PMUs, communications links, and data concentrators must exist in order to realize the full benefit of the PMU measurement system. A generally accepted architecture of such a system is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Hierarchy of the PMUs, and levels of data concentrators](image)

An accurate and fast automatic identification of type and location of the initiating event could help achieve early alerting of the operators, clear understanding of the ongoing disturbance, and ultimately triggering early corrective emergency control actions. Generally [7], the objectives of disturbance identification are detecting the onset in time of the disturbance, classify the type of disturbance, estimating the intensity and damping of the disturbance, estimate the end time of the disturbance and estimate the type and location of the initial event. PMU real-time monitoring helps to detect changes in voltage magnitude, voltage angle, frequency, or power flows as soon as they occur. Practical approach applied in some real power system and present in [8]-[9].

### III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

An important aspect of power system operation and control is the monitoring of power system oscillating modes. Non-prevented low-frequency power swings can be cause of cascading outages that can rapidly extend effect on wide region [10]. The analysis and monitoring of transient oscillations can be accomplished by means of several methodological approaches. Each approach has its own advantages and feasible applications, providing a different view of the system dynamic behavior. Eigenvalue analysis technique is based on the linearization of the nonlinear equations that represent the power system around an operating point which is the result of electromechanical modal characteristics: frequency, damping and shape. Direct spectral analysis of power response signals is possible use the Fourier Transforms (or Short Time Fourier Transform), Prony or Wavelet analysis technique.

#### A. Modal analysis - small signal stability of multi-machine systems

Analysis of practical power systems involves the simultaneous solution of equations representing the following: (i) synchronous machines, and the associated excitation systems and prime movers, (ii) interconnecting transmission network (iii) static and dynamic (motor) loads and (iv) other devices such, as HVDC converters, static VAR compensators [1]. Low frequency electromechanical oscillations range from less than 1 Hz to 3 Hz other than those with sub-synchronous resonance. Multi-machine power system dynamic behavior in this frequency range is usually expressed as a set of non-linear differential and algebraic equations. The algebraic equations result from the network power balance and generator stator current equations. The high frequency network and stator transients are usually ignored when the analysis is focused on low frequency electromechanical oscillations. The initial operating state of the algebraic variables such as bus voltages and angles are obtained through a standard power flow solution. The initial values of the dynamic variables are obtained by solving the differential equations through simple substitution of algebraic variables into the set of differential equations. The set of differential and algebraic equations is then linearized around the equilibrium point and a set of linear differential and algebraic equations is obtained:

$$\dot{x} = f(x, z, u)$$  
$$0 = g(x, z, u)$$  
$$y = h(x, z, u)$$

where $f$ and $g$ are vectors of differential and algebraic equations and $h$ is a vector of output equations. The inputs are normally reference values such as speed and voltage at individual units and can be voltage, reactance and power flow asset in FACTS devices. The output can be unit power output, bus frequency, bus voltage, line power or current etc. By linearization (1) to (3) around the equilibrium point following equations (4) to (6) are given:

$$\Delta \dot{x} = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \Delta x + \frac{\partial f}{\partial z} \Delta z + \frac{\partial f}{\partial u} \Delta u$$  
$$0 = \frac{\partial g}{\partial x} \Delta x + \frac{\partial g}{\partial z} \Delta z + \frac{\partial g}{\partial u} \Delta u$$  
$$y = \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \Delta x + \frac{\partial h}{\partial z} \Delta z + \frac{\partial h}{\partial u} \Delta u$$
Elimination of the vector algebraic variable $\Delta z$ from (4) and (6), gives:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \dot{x} &= A\Delta x + B\Delta u \\
\Delta \dot{y} &= C\Delta x + D\Delta u
\end{align*}
\]  

(7)  

(8)

where $A$, $B$, $C$, $D$ are the matrix of partial derivatives in (4) to (6) evaluated at equilibrium. Power system state space representation is normally linearized around an operating point. The symbol $A$ from (7) and (8) is omitted so as to follow the standard state space making each sample is identified from the state space representation of a power system on which standard linear analysis tools.

B. Basis of Prony analysis

Prony analysis is a signal processing method that extends Fourier analysis. It is a technique of analyzing signals to determine model, damping, phase and magnitude information contain within the signal [11]. Prony method is a technique for sample data modeling as a linear combination of exponential terms to a signal. Each term in (9) has four elements: the magnitude $A_n$, the damping factor $\sigma_n$, the frequency $f_n$, and the phase angle $\theta_n$. Each exponential component with a different frequency is viewed as a unique mode of the original signal $y(t)$. The four elements of each mode can be identified from the state space representation of an equally sampled data record. The time interval between each sample is $T$:

\[
y(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} A_n e^{\sigma_n t} \cos(2\pi f_n t + \theta_n), \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots, N.
\]

(9)

Using Euler’s theorem and letting $t = MT$, the samples of $y(t)$ are:

\[
y_M = \sum_{n=1}^{N} B_n \lambda_n^M
\]

(10)

\[
B_n = \frac{A_n}{2} e^{i\theta_n}
\]

(11)

\[
\lambda_n = e^{(\sigma_n + j2\pi f_n)T}
\]

(12)

Prony analysis consists of three steps. In the first step, the coefficients of a linear predication model are calculated. The linear predication model (LPM) of order $N$, shown in (13), is built to fit the equally sampled data record $y(t)$ with length $M$. Normally, the length $M$ should be at least three times larger than the order $N$:

\[
y_M = a_1 y_{M-1} + a_2 y_{M-2} + \ldots + a_N y_{M-N}
\]

(13)

Estimation of the LPM coefficients $a_n$ is crucial for the derivation of the frequency, damping, magnitude, and phase angle of a signal. To estimate these coefficients accurately, many algorithms can be used. A matrix representation of the signal at various sample times can be formed by sequentially writing the linear prediction of $y(t)$ repetitively.

In the second step, the roots $\lambda_n$ of the characteristic polynomial shown as (14) associated with the LPM from the first step are derived. The damping factor $\sigma_n$ and frequency $f_n$ are calculated from the root $\lambda_n$ according to (12):

\[
\lambda^N - a_1 \lambda^{N-1} - \ldots - a_N \lambda + a_N = (\lambda - \lambda_1)(\lambda - \lambda_2) \ldots (\lambda - \lambda_N)
\]

(14)

In the last step, the magnitudes and the phase angles of the signal are solved in the least square sense. According to (10), (15) is built using the solved roots $\lambda_n$:

\[
y = \phi B
\]

(15)

\[
\phi = \begin{bmatrix} \lambda_1 & \lambda_2 & \ldots & \lambda_N \\ \lambda_1^{M-1} & \lambda_2^{M-1} & \ldots & \lambda_N^{M-1} \end{bmatrix}
\]

(16)

\[
B = [B_1 \ B_2 \ \ldots \ B_N]^T
\]

(17)

The magnitude $A_n$ and phase angle $\theta_n$ are thus calculated from the variables $B_n$ according to (11).

C. Wavelet transform

A wavelet is an oscillatory waveform of effectively limited duration that as average value of zero. Similarly, wavelet analysis is the breaking up of a signal into shifted and scaled versions of the original (or mother) wavelet [12]-[16]. The wavelet transform of a time dependent signal $f(t)$ consists of a set coefficients $W_{a,b}$. These coefficients measure the similarity between the signal $f(t)$ and a set of functions $\psi_{a,b}(t)$. All the functions $\psi_{a,b}(t)$ are derived from a ‘mother wavelet’ as follow:

\[
\psi_{a,b}(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}} \psi \left( \frac{t-b}{a} \right), \quad a > 0
\]

(18)

Where $a$ represent a time dilatation and $b$ a time translation. The Continuous Wavelet Transformation (CWT) of a time domain signal is defined by:

\[
CWT_f(a,b) = (f, \psi_{a,b}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(t) \psi \left( \frac{t-b}{a} \right) dt
\]

(19)

where: $\psi(t)$ is the basis wavelet function (or mother wavelet), that can be real or complex, $a$ is the dilatation scale parameter, $b$ is the time scale parameter, $\psi \left( \frac{t-b}{a} \right)$ are the daughter wavelet function.
The application of wavelet transform in engineering areas usually requires a discrete wavelet transform Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). A square integrable signal \( f(t) \) is decomposable into different time-frequency scales. In wavelet analysis, such a signal can be represented by a linear combination of two parameter wavelet functions:

\[
f(t) = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} a(k) \phi(t-k) + \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} d(j,k) 2^{j/2} \psi(2^j t - k) \tag{20}\]

The wavelet functions \( \phi(t) \) and \( \psi(t) \) are localized in time. Parameters \( k \) and \( j \) perform translation and time scaling of the original functions. The functions \( \phi(t) \) and \( \psi(t) \) are usually chosen so that the functions on the right side of (2) form an orthonormal basis. Then decomposition and reconstruction are efficient using orthogonal projection. The \( a(k) \) and \( d(k) \) terms are referred to as approximation and detail coefficients, respectively (coefficients of low-pass and high-pass filters). These coefficients can be order according relations (4). They reflect a range from local to global characteristics of the original signal \( f(t) \) because their associated functions have different time-frequency scales. A very useful implementation of DWT is multiresolution analysis. Multiresolution analysis leads to a hierarchical and fast scheme. This can be implemented by a set of successive filter banks. The signal is passed through a highpass filter (HPF) and a lowpass filter (LPF). Then the outputs from both filters are decimated by 2 to obtain the detail coefficients and the approximation coefficients at level 1 (A1 and D1).

\[
a(k) = \sqrt{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \phi(t) \cdot \phi(2t-k) dt
\]

\[
d(k) = \sqrt{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi(t) \cdot \phi(2t-k) dt
\]

The approximation coefficients are then sent to the second stage to repeat the procedure. Finally, the signal is decomposed at the expected level.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS - SIMULATION RESULTS

When a disturbance occurs in a power system creating an imbalance between the mechanical power being supplied to a generator by its turbine and the electrical power being supplied to the power system, this imbalance is translated into a change in the kinetic energy of the rotor. In other words the generators begin to speed or slow down. Normally various damping phenomena within the power system will act so that the system will attain a new steady state operating point.

Simulation results obtained from detailed time-domain simulation using New England 39 bus system (Fig. 2). The 39 bus New England test system consists of ten generators connected at buses 30 to 39 in which bus 31 is a slack bus. As shown on Fig. 2, generator bus 30 and bus 39 and load buses 1 through 9 with the exception of bus 6 in area 1; generator bus 32 and slack bus 31 as well as load bus 6 and buses 10 through 15 are in area 2; generator buses 33 through 36 and load bus 16 and load bus 19 through 24 are in area 3; all others are in area 4. The areas are interconnected through seven tie-lines. The tie-lines are connecting buses 2 and 25, 3 and 18, 4 and 14, 5 and 6, 6 and 7, 15 and 16, and buses 16 and 17. This is an arbitrary decomposition and it is not based on the strength of interconnections among the subsystems. All generators are equipped with identical automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and turbine governor (TG) and the loads are modeled as voltage dependent loads. Optimal PMU placement present on the Fig. 2 and it is taken in [17].

![Fig. 2 New England 39 bus Test System with the PMUs optimal placement](image)

The eigenvalue analysis of the system for a specific operating point led to the identification of several modes of oscillation. The frequency of the system oscillations modes are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.67883 ± 0.04327</td>
<td>0.06689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.66829 ± 0.06567</td>
<td>0.03045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.69742 ± 0.12692</td>
<td>0.02020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.71177 ± 0.19739</td>
<td>0.03142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.80141 ± 0.27401</td>
<td>0.04361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.76468 ± 0.30923</td>
<td>0.04922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.06405 ± 0.09950</td>
<td>0.65245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.24594 ± 0.80010</td>
<td>1.08230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.22002 ± 1.71200</td>
<td>1.14310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.24883 ± 7.55560</td>
<td>1.20250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.10552 ± 7.08200</td>
<td>1.22630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.31853 ± 8.53810</td>
<td>1.35890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.31364 ± 9.84160</td>
<td>1.56630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.36567 ± 9.93590</td>
<td>1.58140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.50576 ± 10.5700</td>
<td>1.68230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After simulation small disturbance (the system has been perturbed by applying active power load increase at bus 16) observed oscillation throughout the system. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the voltage deviation on the bus 14.
Prony method is widely used to analyze low frequency oscillations. It uses the linear combination of exponential functions to fit equal-interval sampling data. This method can identify time-domain signals and real-time measured data. Although some methods try to improve the efficiency of Prony method, this method is particularly valid under the condition that the linearity of the signal to be analyzed has been restored.

Prony analysis signal phase angle in frequency domain is present on Fig. 4. The results of Prony analysis are reported in Table II. The values of dominant modes of oscillation #1, #2 and #3 are correctly identified in agreement with the eigenvalue analysis. More specifically, the Prony method identifies some spurious frequency modes which are not consistent with the eigenvalue analysis. Furthermore, it is necessary to tune the number of the selected frequency values in order to find the right values of the damping.

Implementation of the DWT can be realized by considering multiresolution decomposition- the digital filter equivalent of the DWT. The algorithm uses digital filters, highpass and lowpass, which when combined in a structure, constitute a filter bank able to decompose the signal equally into high and low frequency components. The db4 wavelet is selected to analysis voltage signal. Using DWT this signal is decomposed on approximations and details coefficients at the five levels (Fig. 5). And afterward, by using the Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) in time-frequency domain representation as shown on Fig. 6 the frequency characteristic and power spectrum of the dominant oscillation mode in the frequency domain of component is done.

It is clearly evident that through multiresolution signal decomposition of DWT, two important properties are manifested: the first is the localization property in time for disturbance. The disturbance inception is accurately detected and localized at the finer level (d1) by the presence of large coefficients at the time of disturbance. The second property is
the partitioning of the signal energy at different frequency band. This gives an indication of the frequency content of the disturbance signal, and reveals the important features in the signal. Notably, the frequency band $\left[ f_m/2 : f_m \right]$ of each detail scale of the DWT is directly related to the sampling rate of the original signal, which is given by $f_s = f_m/2^l$, where $f_m$ is the sampling frequency, and $l$ is the level of decomposition. In this study, the sampling time is 0.1 sec or sampling frequency is 10 Hz of the original signal. The highest frequency that the signal could contain, from Nyquist’ theorem, would be $f_s/2$ i.e. 5 Hz.

The frequency range of the decomposed signal in different decomposition levels is: level 1- $d_1$ [2.5–5.0 Hz], level 2- $d_2$ [1.25–2.5 Hz], level 3- $d_3$ [0.625–1.250 Hz], level 4- $d_4$ [0.315–0.625 Hz], level 5- $d_5$ [0.157–0.315 Hz] and $a_5$ [0-0.157 Hz].

After time frequency analysis of the component signal, it is possible to detect character of low frequency oscillations in the signal. The value of the oscillations modes of 0.6 Hz, 1.1 Hz, 1.3 Hz and 1.6 Hz is correctly identified in agreement with the Eigenvalue analysis. The chart on the Fig. 6 shows the time-frequency behavior of the oscillation modes hidden into the signal and gives rise to a qualitative approach for estimation the damping of the oscillation modes. Like the Eigenvalue and Prony analysis, wavelet analysis identifies dominant modes and characters of these oscillations with obvious identification of onset of system disturbance.

V. SYSTEM BEHAVIORS AFTER A DISTURBANCE

The wide-area phenomenon given most attention in the power system secure is inter-area power oscillations. Inter-area oscillation is a common problem in large power systems world-wide [18]. Many electric systems world-wide are experiencing increased loading on portions of their transmission systems, which can, and sometimes do, lead to poorly damped, low frequency inter-area oscillations. Inter-area oscillations can severely restrict system operations by requiring the curtailment of electric power transfers as an operational measure. These oscillations can also lead to widespread system disturbances if cascading outages of transmission lines occur due to oscillatory power swings. WAMS based on PMUs at nodes help system operators to gain a dynamic view of the power system and initiate the necessary measures in proper time. The phasor measurement provides relations between phase differences and frequency deviations. The phase angle $\delta$ is calculated as a phase difference between observed instantaneous voltage and 60Hz reference signal produced by the PMU based on the time stamps of GPS. Without information about system parameters and configuration, both the phase angle value itself and the phase difference value itself are not so useful because, for example, the phase angle can be directly shifted by an angular displacement at a wye-delta transformer [19].

Fig. 6 FFT analysis and power spectrum in waveform voltage $V_i$, a) $d_1$ component, b) $d_2$ component, c) $d_3$ component, d) $d_4$ component e) $d_5$ component and f) $a_5$ component
On the other hand both varying phase angle and varying phase difference between two points give us very useful information. Increasing phase angle represents that the frequency of the observed voltage is higher than the system nominal frequency, 60Hz. Decreasing phase angle means that the frequency of the observed voltage is lower than 60Hz. The time derivative of phase angle corresponds to the deviations of system frequency. So the frequency deviations can be calculated as \( \Delta f_n = (\delta_{n+1} - \delta_n) / 360 \Delta t_n \), where \( \Delta t_n \) is a sampling interval of sequential phase data \( \delta_n \) and \( n \) is the number of accumulated phase angle data. Therefore frequency variation can be observed by the PMU with accumulating the sequential accumulated phase angle data. Therefore frequency variation can be calculated as the number of accumulated phase angle data.

The variation of phase difference between two points means that the power flow between the two points has changed. Increasing the phase difference represents the power flow has been increased, and decreasing the phase difference means the power flow has been decreased, conversely.

In this subsection, possibility identification some power system dynamics behaviors using PMUs and wavelet transform will be discussed. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of the phase difference between PMUs and phase angle measured in 14 bus after simulate line 16-17 outage. Bus 14 is selected arbitrarily as one of the central nodes.

The result of the phasor measurement is expected to show some similar behaviors because the phase difference between some two areas is closely related to the power flow between them. Fig. 8 shows frequency deviation calculated on data phase difference between PMUs and selected central nodes.

Fig. 8a shows frequency deviation in time as result disturbance in system. First several microseconds are results transient mode. Frequency deviation calculate on PMUs in area 3 on test system oscillates in the opposite direction of that of other PMUs. Fig. 8b shows frequency deviation compared for phase difference. As shown, each result presents almost a shape of concentric ellipse. In real system, in case study-state or without disturbance, data in concentric ellipse are stiff, while during the disturbances spread ellipses.

Waveform of phase difference all PMUs are analyzed using wavelet transform and db4 mother wavelet. Dominant power system oscillations are observed at a frequency around 0.6 Hz and it is present inter-area oscillations. Since the waveform at a frequency around 0.6 Hz corresponds to d3 component in DWT analysis, this power system oscillation was verified by comparison with d3’s PMU phase difference signals in each area. Fig. 9 demonstrates the power system oscillation at a frequency around 0.6 Hz detected from signals phase difference all PMU (d3 component of signals).

As seen from the Fig. 9, the waveform of phase angle at PMUs on bus 19, 20, 22 and 23 oscillates in the opposite direction of that of other PMUs. Generally speaking, oscillation that arises in the power system is inertia oscillation. The waveforms of frequency oscillation that arises in the power system are inertia oscillation as results of wavelet analysis are very similar with each other. This is why the interconnected power system...
could keep its synchronization before and after the disturbance. Finally, frequency oscillations have been converged to zero value, that is, the system attained synchronization.

VI. CONCLUSION

Electromechanical oscillations are inherent to interconnected power systems. However, the frequency of oscillations and the number of generators that oscillate in any electromechanical oscillatory mode depend on the structure of the power system network. The stability of those oscillations is of vital concern, and is a prerequisite for secure system operations. The technological infrastructure for improvements in system monitoring, protection and control is already available in the form of broadband communication networks, high precision synchronized GPS devices and real-time monitoring systems. Hence, there is a great potential for new development of Wide-Area Monitoring Protection and Control systems, which could protect power systems against different sets of blackout-inducing contingencies.

In this paper, the practical technique for identification and analysis low frequency oscillations in power system is presented. The results of the Eigenvalue analysis, applied to the test system, are compared with the results coming from Prony and wavelet analysis.

As seen from the results of analysis, WAMS and wavelet transformation has a great possibility to investigate the global power system dynamics in an easy way.
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